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ABSTRACT

Qian, Y.-M.; Liu, H.-B.; Yin, X.-S., and Jin, Y.-J., 2019. Computer analysis of influence of moisture content of the fine-
silty sand for the CEP pile applied for oceanographic engineering under vertical tensile. In: Gong, D.; Zhu, H., and Liu, R.
(eds.), Selected Topics in Coastal Research: Engineering, Industry, Economy, and Sustainable Development. Journal of
Coastal Research, Special Issue No. 94, pp. 362–366. Coconut Creek (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

In oceanographic engineering, it is the most important factor of the bearing capacity of pile, which is the function of the
CEP pile. This paper takes the concrete expanded-plates pile (CEP pile) as the research object, and conducts theoretical
analysis on the influence of the moisture content of fine-salty sand towards its uplift bearing capacity and the failure
state of the soil around the pile. By conducting simulation using the ANSYS finite element software, this paper analyzes
the displacement, stress, strain of the CEP pile and other results under different moisture contents, so as to determine
the optimal moisture content for setting bearing plates in the fine-silty sand, and to provide reliable theoretical basis for
the reasonable design and application of the CEP pile.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Vertical tensile, concrete expanded-plates pile (CEP pile), fine-silty sand, moisture
content, simulation analysis.

INTRODUCTION
As a new type of non-uniform pile, the CEP pile has the

advantages of reducing foundation settlement and saving costs

(Wang, He, and Tang, 2008). The theoretical research on the

application of the CEP pile in the cohesive soil with high

bearing capacity has been gradually perfected (Qian et al.,

2005). However, during actual construction, in some geo-

environment, the cohesive soil layers are too thin, or there is no

cohesive soil that meets the design requirements of the bearing

capacity (Wang, Cheng, and Wang, 2013). Under these

conditions, the bearing plate of the CEP pile may be placed in

the non-cohesive soil layer, including silty soil, fine-silty sand

and so on, which will affect the mechanical properties of the

concrete pile. At this stage, the research on the bearing

capacity of CEP pile and the influencing factors of the soil

failure state are mainly focused on the pile itself. However, the

relevant parameters of the soil mass around the pile also have

nonnegligible effects on the ultimate bearing capacity of the

pile, for instance, soil mass moisture content, density and so on,

and these influencing factors are not reflected in the current

calculation formula of the ultimate bearing capacity of the

single CEP pile (Sun and Wang, 2010).

The actual experience shows that when the soil moisture

content around the pile is large, as the load on pile-top increases,

the bearing capacity of the pile decreases and the vertical

displacement increases, punch failure is likely to occur to the

soil around the pile. On the contrary, when the moisture content

is low, the bearing capacity of CEP pile is large, therefore,

further studies of the influence of soil moisture content around

the pile on the bearing capacity of concrete pile need to be

conducted. This paper uses ANSYS finite element to construct

the model and conduct analysis, studies the impact of fine-salty

sand moisture content on the bearing capacity of the expanded-

plates pile and the soil failure state around the pile when the pile

is in fine-salty sand and under vertical tensile, then the paper

draws a theoretical basis for guiding practice (Chen et al., 2014;

Palsania et al., 2008; Yin, Jia, and Ding, 2018).

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL ESTABLISHMENT
Concrete Unit Type and Material Properties
Definition

This paper still takes the half section pile as the object for

analysis, when building the soil-pile model (Qian and Wang,

2015) by ANSYS software, it uses the SOLID65 entity unit

type to stimulate the CEP pile and its surrounding soil mass.

SOLID65 is a 3-D reinforced concrete unit built on the basis

of SOLID45 unit, taking into account the properties of the

concrete. It is mainly used to simulate unreinforced or

reinforced entity structures which would crack under tensile

and crash under compression. The unit is defined by eight

nodes, each node has three degrees of freedom, namely, the

translational displacements along the x, y, and z directions of

the nodes coordinates. It is the same as the actual situation

and can simulate and analysis the soil mass around the pile

ideally (Du et al., 2016; Ye, Wang and Gan, 2016; Zhang et al.,

2013).

To ensure the material properties of the simulated unit are

consistent with the parameters of the later experimental study,

this paper refers to the relevant data and sets the physical

properties of the concrete and the fine-salty sand, as shown in

Table 1.
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Parameter Settings for Different Model Groups of
Ansys Finite Element

In ANSYS, the yield surface of the Drucker-Prager (or DP

model for short) failure criterion does not change with the yield

state of the material, and its constitutive model uses the ideal

elastoplastic model. The criterion can be expressed as:

re ¼ 3brm þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2
Sf gT M½ � Sf g

r
¼ ry ð1Þ

where, {S} is the deviatoric stress; rm¼1/3(rxþryþrz) is the

average stress; [M] is a constant coefficient matrix.The yield

strength r of the material is given by:

ry ¼
6c cos uffiffiffi

3
p
ð3� sin uÞ

ð2Þ

where, c is the cohesion of the material; U is the angle of

internal friction of the material.

In the simulation analysis, make sure other conditions

remain unchanged, and control the moisture content of the

fine-salty sand as a single variable. Select the simulated

moisture content in turn as: 17.5%, 15.89%, 14.5%, 13.6%,

12.5%, 11.61%, 10.5% and 9.94%, divided into eight groups of

models and named MC1-MC8; according to the relationship

between moisture content of fine-salty sand and shear

strength, we can calculate shear strength indexes for corre-

sponding moisture content of fine-salty sand, as shown in Table

2. DP failure criterion is used in the input of relevant

parameters (Bian et al., 2016; 2017).

Model Construction and Mesh Generation
This paper combines the actual size of the CEP pile in the

previous experiment, when using ANSYS finite element to

construct the model, it sets the soil mass around the pile into

column shape with a radius of 5000 mm. The height of the

whole soil mass was set to 8000 mm. The CEP pile is set at 1800

mm from the bottom of the soil mass, and the upper part

reserves 6200 mm. The CEP pile and surrounding soil mass are

divided in a mapping mesh type, the shape of each unit is a

hexahedron cell, and denser division is conducted around the

expanded-plates.

Pile-Soil Contact Surface Treatment and Model
Loading

In order to effectively simulate the contact and slippage state

between the pile body and the soil mass around the pile, the

contact surface of the two was modeled by the two element

types of CONTA174 and TARGE170 in the simulation analysis

by ANSYS. In addition, as the bottom of CEP pile touches the

soil layer, 10mm separation is reserved and a 10mm gap is also

reserved between the expanded-plate lower boundary and the

soil mass, namely the non-contact surface, as shown in Figure

1.

Before loading the model, the boundary conditions of the

model need to be controlled. The main constraints are the three

degrees of freedom of translation, that is to restrain from three

directions x, y and z, respectively, impose vertical restrain on

the front of the half section pile including the soil mass; impose

vertical restrain on the entire soil mass bottom, including the

bottom of the CEP pile; and impose restrain from three

directions on the outer circular surface of the soil mass. When

loading the model, apply the surface load evenly to the upper

part of the semicircular surface of the half section pile, in

straight up direction. Start the loading from 50 KN and

gradually increase the loading by 50 KN, according to formula

P¼F/A, the concentrated load is converted into the surface

load, that is to start loading from 0.5 N/mm2 and gradually

increase the loading by 0.5 N/mm2 each time.

ANSYS FINITE ELEMENT LOAD-DISPLACEMENT
RESULT ANALYSIS

ANSYS Finite Element Displacement Nephogram of
Different Model Groups

Through the establishment of the above ANSYS finite

element model and loading calculation, the Y-direction dis-

placement nephogram of MC1-MC8 pile soil is obtained, as

shown in Figure 2.

After analyzing the displacement nephogram of the various

finite element models of MC1-MC8, it can be found that when

the moisture content of fine-salty sand decreases, the Y-

direction displacement of the CEP pile gradually decreases,

which further indicates that the bearing capacity increases

gradually. From MC3 to MC8, the Y-direction displacement of

these six groups of models did not change much, but the Y-

direction displacement of the two models of MC1 and MC2

changed a lot, which indicated that in the two cases of fine-salty

sand with moisture content of 17.5% and 15.89%, the bearing

capacity of the CEP pile is low. When the moisture content of

Table 1. The material properties of the concrete and the fine-silty sand.

Material

Elastic

Modulus (Mpa)

Unit weight

(kg/mm3) Poisson’s ratio

Friction

coefficient

Concrete 2.5E4 2.5E-6 0.2 0.3

sand 30 1.95E-6 0.25 0.3

Table 2. The groups of ANSYS finite element model and the corresponding shear strength indexes.

MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6 MC7 MC8

Moisture content (%) 17.5 15.89 14.5 13.6 12.5 11.61 10.5 9.94

Cohesion (KPa) 29.01 34.11 38.52 41.37 3.47 45.2 46.97 47.96

Angle of internal friction (8) 28.88 31.9 34.51 36.2 36.8 37.3 39.56 40.7

Figure 1. The reserved separation of the CEP pile and soil mass.
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the fine-salty sand is lower than 14.5%, the bearing capacity of

the CEP pile is higher.

Load-Displacement Curves of Ansys Finite Element
Model Groups

In the process of ANSYS finite element calculation, when the

applied vertical load on the top of MC1 model reaches 500 KN,

the model was immediately damaged. Therefore, from the

MC1-MC8 eight groups of models, one-by-one taking the center

point of the CEP pile-top as the research object, the pile top load

was applied from 50 KN to 500 KN, under each load step,

there’s responding Y-direction displacement data which were

sorted out to obtain the rule of Y-direction displacement with

load changes of a fixed point of the pile-top of each model, then

the load-displacement curve at a fixed point on the top of MC1-

MC8 model was drawn as shown in Figure 3.

Analysis of the model’s load-displacement curve in Figure 3

leads to the following conclusion:

(1) The trend of load-displacement curve of each model is

roughly the same, that is, the vertical displacement of

CEP pile-top gradually increases with the increase of

vertical load.

(2) During the whole loading process, the vertical displace-

ment of pile-top of MC3-MC8 model basically remains the

same. When the loading was in the range of 0-300KN, the

MC1 model and MC2 model are the same with MC3-MC8

in the vertical displacement of pile-top; but when the

vertical load exceeds 300 KN, the rate of increase of pile-

top vertical displacement is obviously higher than that of

MC3-MC8 model, and the mutation occurs. The result

shows that when the moisture content of fine-salty sand

is higher than 15%, the bearing capacity of CEP pile is

obviously lower than that of other models.

(3) It is found through comparison that when the vertical

loads on the top of CEP pile are the same, the maximum

vertical displacement of pile-top is the MC1 model, and

the minimum is MC8 model. When the vertical displace-

ment of CEP pile is the same, the CEP pile with the

highest bearing capacity is MC8 model, and the lowest is

MC1 model; it indicates that with the decrease of fine-

salty sand moisture content, the vertical displacement of

CEP pile becomes smaller, and the bearing capacity

becomes better.

ANSYS FINITE ELEMENT STRESS-STRAIN RESULT
ANALYSIS

ANSYS Finite Element Stress Analysis
(1) Y-direction stress nephogram analysis of models
with different moisture content
During ANSYS post-processing, we can extract the Y-

direction stress nephogram of MC1-MC8 models under the

same vertical load as shown in Figure 4.

After analyzing the Y-direction stress nephogram of the

MC1-MC8 models, it can be found that under the same vertical

load, the maximum Y-stress of the eight groups of models

appears at the top of the model pile, and the stress decreases

from the pile-top to the pile-bottom, the stress value in the Y-

direction under the bearing plate is very small, while the stress

value in the Y-direction at the upper and lower regions of the

bearing plate changes obviously. When the vertical tensile of

the model pile-top are the same, the stress in Y-direction

gradually decreases, that is, as the moisture content of fine-

salty sand around the pile gradually decreases, the Y-direction

Figure 2. Y-direction pile soil displacement under different moisture

content of fine-salty sand.

Figure 3. The load-displacement curves of MC1-MC8 models.
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stress of the pile gradually decreases as well, but the difference

was not significant.

(2) XY-direction shear stress curve analysis of model
pile with different moisture content
In order to further understand the trend of XY-direction

shear stress variation of MC1-MC8 model piles, in the MC1-

MC8 models, several nodes were evenly extracted from the pile-

top to the pile-bottom, then we sorted out XY-direction shear

stress of the nodes under the same load and drew curves as

shown in Figure 5.

Analysis of the curves in Figure 6 shows that the shear stress

values of the MC1-MC8 model piles are obviously changed at

the upper and lower inflection points of the bearing expanded-

plate, and the maximum shear stress appears at the position of

the bearing plate. In upper part of the model pile expanded-

plate, the shear stress changes little along the pile body, while

in lower part, the shear stress changes obviously, the value of

shear stress increases from plate bottom to the pile bottom. For

the expanded plate, the shear stress of upper part of the pile is

obviously smaller than that of the lower part of the pile. In

addition, when the moisture content of fine-salty sand is

different, the trend of shear stress change of the eight model

piles is basically the same under the same vertical tensile of the

CEP pile, this further indicates that, the moisture content of

fine-salty sand around the CEP pile has little effect on the

shear stress of the pile body (Hu et al., 2017).

(3) XY-direction shear stress curve analysis of the soil
mass around model piles with different moisture
content
Along the pile-top to the pile-bottom, evenly pick points of the

soil mass around the pile, then extract XY-direction shear

stress values of the soil mass around the MC1-MC8 model piles

to draw curves and make comparison as shown in Figure 6.

Through the analysis we can see that: overall, for the shear

stress curve of soil mass around the MC1-MC8 model piles, its

curve is basically parabola and symmetrical to the top point of

the bearing expanded-plate. When the vertical tension of the

model pile-top is the same, and the moisture content of fine-

salty sand around the model piles is different, the shear stress

curve of the soil mass above the bearing expanded-plate is

basically consistent. In summary, when the moisture content of

fine-salty sand exceeds 15%, the XY-direction shear stress of

the soil mass around the pile is extremely small at the bearing

expanded-plate and is extremely large at the lower part of the

plate, and the range of the mutation is quite obvious. When the

moisture content is less than 15%, the XY-direction shear

stress curve of the soil mass around the model piles are

basically the same (Liu, Xu, and Zhou, 2018).

ANSYS Finite Element Model Strain Result Analysis
During the ANSYS post-processing, extract the Y-direction

total strain contours of the MC1-MC8 eight groups of models

when the vertical tensile of pile-top are all 500 KN, as shown in

Figure 7. In the contour figure, A-I in turn represents the

model’s gradual change from small to large of the total strain in

Y-direction, the density degree of the contour marks is set at 4.

From the analysis of the total strain contour in Figure 7, it

can be concluded that, in the bottom part of the CEP pile, the

strain near the pile-end is the largest, then decreases along the

two sides of the pile-end, and is axisymmetric to the pile body.

Figure 4. The Y-direction stress nephogram of MC1-MC8 models.

Figure 5. Shear stress curves of MC1-MC8 model piles in the fine-salty

sand.

Figure 6. The shear stress curves of the soil around the MC1-MC8 model

piles in the fine-salty sand. Note: In the figure, the abscissa represents the

position of the node, 1-10 represent node positions in upper part of model pile,

20-29 represent node positions in lower part of model piles, 11 represents the

inflection point in upper part of the expanded-plate, 19 represents the

inflection point in lower part of the expanded-plate, 15 represents the top

point of the expanded-plate.

Figure 7. The Y-direction total strain contour of the MC1-MC8 models.
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For MC1-MC8 models, all the Y-direction total strain maxi-

mums appear at the bottom of the CEP pile, while the lower

part of the expanded-plate also has smaller strain; at the same

time, as the moisture content of the soil mass around the pile

decreases, the strains of MC1-MC3 models are basically the

same, about 0.046 MPa, while the Y-direction strain of MC4

model is about 0.039 MPa. For MC4-MC8 models, the rate of

strain decrease slows down, so the moisture content of the fine-

salty sand around the CEP pile is better not higher than 15%

(Wang et al., 2018).

CONCLUSION
When the moisture content of fine-salty sand around the pile

is higher than 15%, the pile-top displacement of the CEP pile is

larger and the bearing capacity is worse. When the moisture

content of fine-salty sand is below 15%, as the decrease of fine-

salty sand moisture content, the vertical displacement of CEP

pile becomes smaller, and the carrying capacity is better.

The moisture content of fine-salty sand has little effect on the

Y-direction stress of CEP pile, but due to the existence of

bearing expanded-plate pile, the shear stress near the

expanded-plate of the CEP pile is higher than that of the

upper or lower part of the pile body of the plate, and when the

moisture content of fine-salty sand is higher than 15%, the

shear stress of soil mass around the pile near the expanded-

plate is smaller, indicating that the soil mass around the

expanded-plate has better plasticity.

When the moisture content of fine-salty sand is higher than

15%, the total strain of the model in the Y-direction is larger,

and as the moisture content of fine-salty sand decreases, the Y-

direction total strain decreases more slowly. Therefore, setting

bearing plate in the fine-salty sand with less than 15%

moisture content will achieve a good effect.
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